THESE ARE ALL ADULT
SCENTS OF THE KIND THAT
MAKE PEOPLE ASK YOU
WHAT YOU ARE WEARING

My fragrance SHELFIE
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Our columnist’s five favourite perfumes of all time
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LES EXCLUSIFS DE
CHANEL SYCOMORE

£140 for 75ml EDP

One for people who don’t like
perfume that smells of flowers. This is utterly
beautiful. It is dark, woody, velvety, heavy
on the vetiver. It has a sort of creamy quality,
and there is something sharp and green
darting in and out that keeps the whole thing
fresh. It sometimes smells resinous and even
smoky (as in fresh tobacco, not stale fags).
Some people find it masculine. I don’t,
though it’s certainly more of a tuxedo than
a flouncy dress. It’s so chic and somehow
so satisfying. Go and sniff.
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ORMONDE JAYNE VANILLE
D’IRIS £110 for 50ml EDP

Another crowd-pleaser: everyone
loves vanilla. But to me it’s usually
either too gourmand — who wants to smell
of cake past the age of five? — or too
boring. Or too fake-smelling, or too suntanoily, or too… well, stupid, actually. Lots of
vanilla scents are completely airheaded.
Not this one. This is an intelligent scent. It
is, in fact, much, much heavier on the iris,
but a really rich, buttery iris, not a remotely
powdery one. It is just divine. There’s also
carrot seed, coriander seed, bergamot… It
dries down beautifully to musk and, finally,
vanilla. It smells very opulent, this scent —
as though you had a marble bathroom and a
driver — but in the most discreet, non-vulgar
way imaginable. It reminds me of tea
dresses, tweeds and stout shoes. And
negligees.
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ROLAND MOURET
UNE AMOURETTE

£82 for 50ml EDP

Meaning “a little fling”. Mouret has
cleverly teamed up with Etat Libre d’Orange,
whose own scents are edgy, provocative and
usually very sexy (see its Jasmin et
Cigarettes, or the splendidly named Putain
des Palaces). Une Amourette is terrific. It
reminds me of Frédéric Malle’s Musc
Ravageur, one of those scents that cause
strangers to make too much eye contact
with you without quite knowing why. This
fragrance is erotic rather than sexy. It’s a
demure, high-necked black dress worn with
no knickers. Lots of people will describe it as
unisex, which it isn’t — it is, as ELd’O’s
founder has said, “un parfum de femme pour
homme”, that is, a woman’s scent that her
boyfriend will want to borrow. Delicious
amounts of neroli, cardamom, pink
peppercorn (it’s spicy), with patchouli and
akigala wood in the earthy/dirty dry-down.
The sort of scent that makes you grunt.
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GUERLAIN SHALIMAR

£72 for 50ml EDP

Shalimar will not make you grunt,
but it will make you coo with
pleasure. It has existed in one form or
another since 1925 and is arguably the first
gourmand scent — vanilla and lemons,
though that is a ridiculous (actually borderline
offensive, given the greatness of the scent
— sorry, Guerlain) simplification. There’s
tonka bean, jasmine, may rose, balsam and
amber in there too, and lots of powder in the
dry down. It is so beautiful and universally
flattering. It works on anyone, of any age, and
makes them smell sublime, plus it’s not one of
those scents that frighten the horses. Nor is
it prissy: there’s something slightly dirty
about it that stops it being adorable. It’s an
enormously comforting, cocooning sort of
scent, like a cashmere dress. Not sweet,
which is what makes it so genius, just
delicious. Get the eau de parfum.
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ST GILES THE ACTRESS

£130 for 100ml EDP;
selfridges.com

Michael Donovan has represented
many great perfumers and perfumeries,
including Les Senteurs. Now he runs his own
independent perfumery, Roullier White, and
is making fragrance himself with the great
nose Bertrand Duchaufour. There are five
perfumes and each is supposed to represent
an aspect of the woman wearing them. To
my nose, there isn’t a duff one in there. My
favourite is The Actress, for when you want
to make a grand entrance and then sit around
basking in the attention and drinking
martinis. It’s a very creamy lily scent with lots
of citrus backing it up. There’s also jasmine,
honeysuckle and pear. The whole thing dries
down to a beautiful, complex base of
sandalwood, patchouli (which is clearly
having a moment) and musk. It’s massively
glamorous and, cleverly, it isn’t a blonde
scent, as creamy flower scents so often are.
Gorgeous. If grand entrances aren’t your
thing, check out The Writer.
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VICTORIA ADAMSON, LUKE KIRWAN

It’s hard to write about scent, as few
things are more subjective. What smells
delicious, or sexy, or appealing to me may
not elicit the same response in you and, of
course, for reasons of personal chemistry,
may not smell the same on you. Despite
that, I think my shelfie is pretty foolproof.
Wear any of these and you, or the person
you’re buying for, will smell amazing,
memorable and original. All of these
scents, even the sexy ones, are also
comforting. They meld themselves with
the wearer’s skin and immediately smell
like “your” scent, which is another way
of saying that they are all variations on
The One. It’s like a shelf of five potential
scent husbands. Also, you won’t smell like
anyone else. None of these are the generic
pretty florals that are omnipresent —
insipid, too sweet, boring and silly on
grown-up women. To my nose, they’re
starter scents for hesitant adolescents.
These are all adult scents of the kind that
make people ask you what you’re wearing.
Apply lightly: nobody should be able to
sniff you out at 100 paces — it’s invasive
and unattractive. Roland Mouret says you
should spray his scent between your thighs
— take that, thigh gap! Ha.
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